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1998

KEYNOTE PRESENTATION

PRIVATE PROPERTY OVERVIEW

Then
Started in 1998
as one of SA’s
first tech
startups

Now
Proudly South
African online
property portal

Started as a
private sales and
rental website

Under 5%
internet
adoption at the
time

Provides
property related
information

Connects
buyers, Estate
agents (sellers),
tenants and
landlords

Well known
household
brand

88 Employees
(108 pre-Covid)
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EVOLUTION IN PROPERTY ADVERTISING
Before: Newspapers, Shop windows, Sign boards

Private Property
innovations

GROWTH OF INTERNET ACCESS IN SOUTH AFRICA
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THE ROLE OF ESTATE AGENTS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF
ONLINE PROPERTY PORTALS – REASA
• The REASA/Property24 partnership
channeled estate agent listings
away from Private Property and
towards Property24.
• At the time these agents constituted
a significant portion of the market
(in excess of an estimated 40% of
the market).
• Private Property was not able to
match this offering and ran at a
significant loss for over several
years.

At the time, Property24 had just acquired:

• OLX majority stake which allowed for searchable
Property24 listings
• Korbitec in 2010, a technology company which provided
software to conveyancers, and
• SAHometraders in 2011 (the fourth largest online
property platform which had over 180 000 monthly
visitors and serviced over 500 independent estate
agents).

THE EVOLUTION OF PLATFORM PRICING – HISTORIC APPROACH

• Over the years, pricing to business users has been
extremely competitive.
• Prior to 2012, Private Property charged based on
the number of listings in a month that a customer
was listing.
• Following the REASA/Property24 partnership where
Property24 introduced an unlimited listings model,
Private Property had to follow in order to compete.
• Private Property pricing has continued to evolve as
market conditions have changed.

THE EVOLUTION OF PLATFORM PRICING – CURRENT
APPROACH

MARKET PLAYERS
OLX
2%

• Property24 is by far the largest player in
the market with a market share of
approximately 68% Private Property with

Gumtree
2%

My Property
1%

My Roof
1%

Home Hunt
1%

Facebook Marketplace
3%
IOL Property
3%

23%
• Rest of the market who represent approx
10% with the largest of these being
Facebook Market Place.

Private Property
28%

Website traffic
volumes share

Property24
60%

THE SIZE OF GLOBAL PROPERTY MARKET

COMPARATIVE VIEW: FINTECH VS PROPTECH INVESTMENTS

SOME BARRIERS TO ENTRY
1

2

Property buying process is cumbersome and complex

Facebook & Google control the cost of online property businesses marketing

Google and Facebook control the online market, dictating pricing and all online
property businesses must play by their rules.
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BACKGROUND TO LISTING ENGINES
• Within the South African online property portal market, there are several estate agent listing cloud-based software
applications which are often referred to as “listing engines”.
• Listing engines allow estate agents to list a property once, while allowing the listing to appear on multiple online portals such
as Private Property, Property24, Myproperty.com, Gumtree, IOL Property and GOT Property (Junk Mail).

• The software integration only allows the software application to list a property onto the platform systems, which an estate
agent is already contracted with.
• From a Private Property perspective, this software does not allow one to:
• see the pricing charged for a listing to individual estate agents
• Whether an estate agent has decided to remove a listing from a given platform.

MARKET SHARES OF LISTING ENGINES
Other
23%

There are a number of alternative listing engine
software packages available to estate agents:
• Fusion (owned by Private Property)
• Propctrl (Property24)
• Propdata
• Entragral (Myproperty.com)
• Estate agents such as REMAX, PGP and Rawsons
have their own engine software packages
The largest player in this market is Propdata which
is understood to be independently owned. Over
19 000 users (estate agencies and developers)
making use of Propdata

Propdata
35%

Listing Engine Market
Share

Entragral
7%

Fusion
20%

PropCtrl
15%
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EVOLUTION OF TECHNOLOGY AND CHANGES IN HOW
INDIVIDUALS CONSUME AND ENGAGE WITH ONLINE CONTENT

Facebook
Largest global social media
network

Facebook
28 million South African
users.

Approximately 2.91 billion
monthly active users (as at
Q3, 2021).

Facebook
The significance of Facebook is underscored by the fact that over
20% of Private Property’s marketing spend is now directed towards
advertising on Facebook, and a significant share of its website traffic
now originates from Facebook.

Number of Facebook users in South Africa from 2017 to 2025 (est.)

EMERGENCE OF FACEBOOK MARKETPLACE AS A FUTURE
MARKET LEADER

Given the recent emergence of Facebook Marketplace
and its investment in creating a similar property website
portal, Facebook is now also the most significant
competitive threat, not only to Private Property, but to all
other online property portals in South Africa.

EMERGENCE OF FACEBOOK MARKETPLACE AS A FUTURE
MARKET LEADER
• Facebook is one of the most important means through which
Private Property generates leads for its clients:
• Captive userbase
• Sophisticated advertising targeting
• The average Facebook user spends on average 2 hours and
24 minutes on Facebook per day
• 83% of South African internet users are active on Facebook
• The ability for Facebook Marketplace to engage with South
African users is one which existing platforms cannot match.
• Facebook Marketplace continues to gain acceptance
amongst buyers/landlords and sellers/tenants, it is very
likely that more estate agents will divert more listings to
Facebook Marketplace.
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THE ROLE OF THE COMPETITION REGULATION IN AN
EVOLVING TECHNOLOGY BASED MARKET
• The emergence of large dominant technology platform firms such as Facebook has created a number of challenges
for global regulators
• The European and British competition authorities have recently launched formal investigations to determine if
Facebook was using customer data to unfairly compete with advertisers.
• A recent Reuters article notes that “The European Commission will assess whether Facebook violated EU competition
law to unfairly compete in its Marketplace classified business, while the British regulator will also look at whether it is
using the same tactic in its dating offering.”
• The European Competition Commissioner has also noted that:
"In today's digital economy, data should not be used in ways that distort competition,"
“We will look in detail at whether this data gives Facebook an undue competitive advantage in particular on the
online classified ads sector, where people buy and sell goods every day, and where Facebook also competes with
companies from which it collects data,”
• The EU will also investigate whether Facebook ties Marketplace to its social network, giving it an advantage in
reaching customers and threatening rival online classified ad services through its scale.

THE ROLE OF THE COMPETITION REGULATION IN AN
EVOLVING TECHNOLOGY BASED MARKET

• In its press release, the European Commission noted the following:
• “the Commission will examine in detail whether Facebook's position in social networks and online advertising allows it to harm
competition in neighbouring markets, where Facebook is also active thanks to its social network, and in particular in online classified
ads.
• When advertising their services on Facebook, companies, which also compete directly with Facebook, may provide it commercially
valuable data. Facebook might then use this data in order to compete against the companies which provided it.
• This applies in particular to online classified ads providers, the platforms on which many European consumers buy ands ell products.
Online classified ads providers advertise their services on Facebook's social network. At the same time, they compete with Facebook's
own online classified ads service, “Facebook Marketplace”.
• Following a preliminary investigation, the Commission has concerns that Facebook may distort competition for the online classified ads
services. In particular, Facebook might make use of the data obtained from competing providers in the context of their advertising on
Facebook's social network, to help Facebook Marketplace outcompete them. Facebook could, for instance, receive precise information
on users’ preferences from its competitors' advertisement activities and use such data in order to adapt Facebook Marketplace.
• The Commission will also examine whether the way Facebook Marketplace is embedded in the social network constitutes a form of
tying which gives it an advantage in reaching customers and forecloses competing online classified ads services.”

THE FRENCH COMPETITION AUTHORITY’S APPROACH TO
FACEBOOK MARKETPLACE

• In France, following an investigation by the Competition Authority Facebook into Facebook’s Marketing
Partner Scheme, it was found that Facebook had impaired access to its partners advertising inventories
and advertising campaign data.
• It is understood that “Facebook offered to maintain objectivity, clarity and non-discrimination around
the performance criteria required of FMPs, and offer regular compliance training to sales teams” for a
three-year period.

THE ROLE OF THE COMPETITION REGULATION IN AN
EVOLVING TECHNOLOGY-BASED MARKET IN SOUTH AFRICA
• Based on the approach in Europe, it is clear that there is a need for competition authorities to proactively regulate
how big tech social media firms use consumer data, in particular in online platform markets.
• Providing fair and open access to data is pivotal to ensuring that South African online platforms, including Private
Property, will be able to continue operating in South Africa.
• Given the growing importance of platform markets, the Competition and Markets Authority in the United Kingdom
has launched a Digital Markets Unit to better regulate big tech giants.
• The South African Commission is urged to follow the approaches of its European counterparts by intervening to
ensure that domestic platform markets compete with the likes of Facebook on an equal footing in terms of access to
data and that a dedicated unit is set up within the Commission with the necessary expertise to investigate such
markets.
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